CDMNext

CDMNext at a glance - a new user experience
The next generation of CEIC Data Manager, CDMNext, oﬀers a web-based solution
transformed from a generic data extraction tool to a robust interface that allows users easy
access to CEIC`s databases to create quick and insightful analyses. Our new user interface
substantially improves usability, capability and performance compared to the previous web
and desktop versions (WebCDM + CDM).
Our proprietary platform introduces a new “insight” concept for data discovery.
Users can leverage advanced visualization, data transformation, extraction and collaboration
with just a few simple steps to help complete their workﬂow.

CEIC CDMNext : https://insights.ceicdata.com

Key Beneﬁts and Features
Insight Creation

User-Intuitive Interface
Responsive and reﬁned UI to empower users

Customizable storyboard with data analysis

Fluid and ﬂexible layout to optimize screen

and smart visuals

display

Math function library with detailed descriptions

Support for right click options, drag and drop

and illustrated examples

and keyboard shortcuts

CEIC Gallery, which contains pre-built charts and
analysis, providing insights on market moving topics

New Search Experience

Collaboration

Quick search to ﬁlter out all relevant matches

Engage with CDMNext users in real-time via the

Improved search relevancy with powerful ﬁlters and

sharing and commenting features

options

Form a community with your colleagues

CEIC Trends

Management

Features important product updates and CEIC

Conﬁgure alerts for new data series updates and

events/webinars

events

Find out the latest popular series by subscription,

Customizable email notiﬁcations that allow users to

sectors, regions, databases, etc.

stay informed on insight updates

Improved Downloads

Live Support

An increased download limit to up to 3,000 series at

Real-time support via live chat with our CEIC helpdesk

a time

agents on all platform and product related issues

More download options, for insights and/or

Direct access to our CEIC Knowledge Base and

individual visuals

support portal

Support and Locations
Our customer support staﬀ are based in 20 oﬃces around the globe, and provide the training and support needed
to help you make the most of the database. Leveraging on our extensive network of data experts, we resolve most
inquiries within 24 hours. Regular e-mail alerts keep you informed of new series added to the database.
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